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ABSTRACT
Malaysian students' poor performance in the newly implemented
Form Three Assessment (Pentaksiran Tingkatan 3, PT3), TIMSS
and PISA has spurred many debates and criticism on the quality
of our students' learning of mathematics and science. Since the
inception of the Integrated Curriculum for Secondary Schools
in 1989, the aim of secondary mathematics has been steadfastly
on "developing individuals who are able to think mathematically
and who can apply mathematical knowledge effectively and
responsibly in solving problems and making decisions". So how
far have we come? Are the classroom activities, assessment tasks
and assessment questions geared towards cultivating mathematical
thinking and decision making? Evidence show that there has
been vast misalignment between the intended curriculum (the one
prescribed by policy makers), the implemented curriculum (the
one that is actually carried out by teachers in their classrooms) and
the attained curriculum (the one learnt by students or on what was
examined). Thus can the large number of students getting As in
mathematics for Lower Secondary School Evaluation (PMR) and
Malaysian School Certificate (SPM) be used as indicators of the
success in developing students' thinking?
This paper discusses what is meant by mathematical thinking.
There has not been a conclusive definition on mathematical thinking
because some view it as a process and others as an outcome.
Mathematical thinking is the foundation to do reasoning and
problem solving and to develop conceptual knowledge, as opposed
to procedural knowledge. Several findings from studies that focused
on students' ability to provide reasoning and give meanings to
concepts and algorithms are highlighted. Students' development in
geometric thinking based van Hiele's levels of geometric thinking
in learning, shapes and spaces is also discussed. van Hiele's
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levels of geometric thinking includes higher order thinking and
decision making skills and acquisition of mathematical concepts
to enable learners to operate at higher levels in van Hiele's theory.
The role of metacognition in facilitating mathematical thinking is
also deliberated. Metacognition refers to higher order thinking
which involves active control over the cognitive processes engaged
in learning. The paper also touches on the role of technology in
facilitating mathematics thinking.
This paper highlights that generally, Malaysian students are not
meeting the international benchmark for mathematics performance.
This may be partially attributed to students' inability to think
mathematically and thus their inability to translate the contexts
given and to use mathematics to provide solutions. Factors that
may contribute to this phenomenon are further examined from the
perspectives of the curriculum, the instruction and the assessment.
The present curriculum may not be able to support the initiative to
focus on higher order thinking skills (HOTS), as can be concluded
from the expected outcomes stated in the curriculum guides. In
terms of instruction, although it has been suggested since 20 years
back, constructivist teaching has not been a preference of Malaysian
teachers. Nevertheless, the shift to school based assessment, the
HOTS initiative and the change in examination format to include
more challenging questions, such those given in PT3, TIMSS and
PISA, may well elicit a classroom atmosphere that cultivates HOTS
as well as critical and creative thinking. To provide support for
learning school textbooks need to be greatly improved as the current
contents, contexts and examples do not stimulate students' thinking.
As for assessment, as long as the 'teaching for examination' culture
is strong and the right concept of school-based assessment is not
implemented, not much change will happen in classroom instruction
and the aspiration to get our students to think mathematically will
remain far from reality.
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INTRODUCTION
In December 2014, the newly implemented Form Three Assessment
(Pentaksiran Tingkatan 3, PT3) caused a lot of disappointment
and commotion among students, parents, teachers and other
interested stakeholders. The Ministry of Education (MOE) and the
Examination Board in particular were bombasted with criticisms
concerning the entire implementation of PT3, including the
examination format, last minute release of information, security
of examination papers, grading and scoring rubrics (Ahmad
Nurulazam, Aida Suraya, et aI., 2015). The public was comparing
the performance of students in the Lower Secondary Examination
(Penilaian Menengah Rendah, PMR) with that of the PT3. As
reported byNg (2014),30988 out of422506 (7.33%) students who
sat for the PMR scored straight As in 2013, which was an increase
of0.41 % from 2012. He elaborated further that in comparison only
80 students (0.02%) got straight As out of the 450,000 candidates
who sat for the PT3 in2014. The MOE was thus accused of inflating
grades and "manipulating results" over all these years to ensure
achievement of a string of As.
The assessment standards used in PT3 focuses more on
higher order thinking (HOTS) skills. In the study on PT3
(Ahmad Nurulazam, Aida Suraya, et aI., 2015), some teachers
and administrators were of the opinion that the PT3 results reflect
students' actual performance much better than the PMR results. So
which of the two assessments better portrays Malaysian students'
authentic performance? Is the problem related to the type of
assessment used or on what has been learnt and emphasized in
mathematics instruction over all these years? Are students able to
think beyond the exemplars and stereotyped problems given during
instruction and in textbooks? In trying to answer these questions
it is worth revisiting the directions in school mathematics.
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DIRECTION OF MALAYSIAN SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS
The National Philosophy of Education (NPE) introduced in 1988,
provides essential principles and guidelines with respect to teaching
and learning. Itboldly emphasises on the need to produce Malaysian
citizens who are knowledgeable and competent.
Education in Malaysia is an ongoing effort towards further
developing the potential of individuals in a holistic and
integrated manner so as to produce individuals who are
intellectually, spiritually, emotionally and physically
balanced and harmonious, based on a firm belief in and
devotion to God. Such an effort is designed to produce
Malaysian citizens who are knowledgeable and competent,
who possess high moral standards, and who are responsible
and capable of achieving a high level of personal well-
being as well as being able to contribute to the betterment
of the family, the society and the nation at large (Ministry
of Education (2006a), p. v).
The philosophy was well translated in the aims for school
mathematics performance. The aims for school mathematics were
first formulated and released in 1989 and later revised in 2002.
However, the statement on the need to "develop individuals who
are able to think mathematically and who can apply mathematical
knowledge effectively and responsibly in solving problems and
making decisions" remains.
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The Malaysian mathematics curriculum for the secondary
school level aims to develop individuals who are able to
think mathematically and who can apply mathematical
knowledge effectively and responsibly in solving problems
and making decisions. This will enable the individual to
face the challenges in everyday life that arise due to the
advancement of science and technology (MOE Malaysia,
2006a).
The curriculum and the text books have been well aligned
to ensure that the aims are met. The curriculum guides and
text books are meant to be guides to help teachers implement
and promote mathematical thinking and application within and
outside the context of mathematics. The curriculum emphasizes
on problem solving, communication, reasoning, mathematical
connections and application of technology (Malaysian MOE,
2006a). These are partly based on the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics (NCTM) process standards which include problem
solving, reasoning and proof, communication, connections, and
representations (NCTM, 2000).
The emphasis on reasoning is clearly stated in Malaysian
Mathematics Curriculum as follows:
l. Logical reasoning or thinking is the basis for understanding
and solving mathematical problems.
H. Students are encouraged to estimate, predict and make
intelligent guesses (conjectures) in the process of seeking
solutions.
iii. Students are to be trained to investigate their predictions or
guesses by using concrete material, calculators, computers,
mathematical representation etc.
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IV. Logical reasoning has to be absorbed in the teaching of
mathematics so that students can recognize, construct and
evaluate predictions and mathematical arguments. (Malaysian
MOE,2006a)
Back to the issue of students' poor performance in PT3, was
there then a mismatch between what was intended and what was
attained or examined? Howson and Wilson (1986) explained that
the intended curriculum is the one prescribed by policy makers
while the implemented curriculum is the one that is actually carried
out by teachers in their classrooms, and the attained curriculum is
the one learnt by students or on what was examined. As stated in
the Malaysian Education Blueprint 2013-2025, preliminary report
September 2012, p. 4-1, the Malaysian curriculum was examined
from the following three aspects
l. What is written in the curricula, or the "Written Curriculum":
the knowledge, skills and values that form the content, outlining
what is to be taught by teachers;
11. What is taught in the classroom, or the "Taught curriculum":
the knowledge acquired, skills developed, and values inculcated
in students; and
111. What is examined, or the "Examined curriculum": students'
knowledge, skills, and values that are tested, either in summative
national examinations such as the UPSR, PMR, and SPM, or
through formative and/or sumrnative school based assessments
that guide teaching.
The written curriculum clearly dictates the need to develop
individuals who are able think mathematically and who can apply
mathematical knowledge effectively and responsibly in solving
problems and making decisions. Are teachers focusing on these
1116
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aims'? Are the classroom activities, assessment tasks and questions
given in the classroom cultivating mathematical thinking and
decision making? Are the assessment items measuring students'
mathematical thinking? Can the large number of those getting As
in mathematics for PMR and Malaysian School Certificate (SPM)
examinations be used as indicators of the success in developing
students' thinking skills? Or is the achievement of few As in PT3
reflect more accurately whether schools have been successful in
developing mathematical thinking?
MATHEMATICAL THINKING
An earlier definition on mathematical thinking as provided by Polya
(1968) revolves around the process of understanding phenomena
through exploration, making conjectures, developing and testing
hypothesis, data collection and analysis. To Polya (1968),
mathematical thinking is achieved through two processes, namely:
(i) identifying patterns and principles which are consistent, through
the process of induction; and (ii) by building chains of inferences to
support an argument. Polya's construction of knowledge is based on
logical reasoning, which involves inductive and deductive thinking.
According to Polya (1965):
Mathematical thinking is not purely 'formal'; it is not
concerned only with axioms, definitions and strict
proofs, but many other things belong to it: generalizing
from observed cases, inductive arguments, arguments
from analogy, recognizing a mathematical concept in, or
extracting it from a concrete situation. The mathematics
teacher has an excellent opportunity to acquaint his students
with these highly informal thought processes ... stated
incompletely but concisely: let us teach proving by all
means, but let us also teach guessing. (p.l 00)
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On the other hand, Schoenfeld (1992) is of the opinion
that individuals must value the processes of mathematization,
abstraction and having the predilection to make abstraction,
symbolic representation and symbolic manipulation to understand
mathematical structures. He affirmed that learning to think
mathematically involves developing a mathematical point of
view and developing competence with the tools of the trade, and
using those tools in understanding structure and sense-making in
mathematics.
Devlin (2012) provided a more simple explanation of
mathematical thinking. According to him, mathematical thinking
is not the same as doing mathematics, at least not as mathematics is
typically presented in our school system. He highlighted that school
mathematics usually requires students to solve highly stereotyped
problems. Devlin (2012) elaborated that the focus of mathematics
learning is normally on applying various procedures to solve math
problems, whereas it should be more on "what" and "why" so that
students can get the big picture.
To develop students' mathematical thinking and hence improve
their ability in answering higher order thinking questions (HOTS)
such as those given in TIMSS, PISA or PT3, the taught and
examined curriculum must be aligned with the written curricula,
as discussed earlier. Students' difficulties in solving problems that
require application and reasoning are evident from examples of
TIMSS questions that will be discussed later.
Consider the following simple question on equivalent fractions:
2
8 16
Many students in Year 5 in primary school may be able
to provide the answer quite easily. However, if the question is
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rephrased as shown below, where the answer required is the same,
the complexity increases greatly.
ZhariJ ate two pieces of a regular size pizza that is divided
into eight equal parts. If you have a pizza of the same
size but divided into 16equal parts, how many should you
eat so that you get the same amount as Zharij?
This question requires understanding of what the question
requires and translation of the scenario given into mathematical
language. It may also require the student to understand some
unfamiliar English words. Lastly, the student must be able to relate
the context given to an equivalent fraction. In such instances some
students may not even be motivated to read the lengthy question.
As compared to the question that requires students to provide an
equivalent of a given fraction, this wordy problem requires students
to make interpretations, make connections, reason, and do the
required algorithm. In short, they are required to think.
In contrast, if the student is able to provide the right answer to the
direct question on equivalent fractions as given earlier, their ability
cannot be used to imply that they have developed their thinking on
the concept of equivalent fractions. It may just be a mechanical
process to the students, providing the answer by following a certain
procedure taught to them. Thus, the teacher may not have enough
evidence on the student's ability to think mathematically. Kieran
and Pirie (1991) characterized mathematical thinking in terms of the
learner being able to develop strong understandings in mathematical
situations.
Solving highly stereotyped problems may only require knowing
the procedures of the algorithm, as opposed to what professional
mathematicians do, which includes thinking of ways to solve real
9111
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,problems. These problems may emerge from within and outside
of mathematics. Mathematics can be related to Islamic Studies or
any other subjects. For example, calculating the distribution of the
estate of a deceased person among his heirs based on Faraid is an
application of fractions. To Devlin (2012), "doing math" usually
involves the application of formulas, procedures and symbolic
manipulations, whilst mathematical thinking is a powerful way
of thinking about things in the world logically, analytically,
quantitatively and with precision.
Hwa and Stephens (2011) asserted that mathematical thinking
involves mental operations that are facilitated by mathematical
knowledge and productive disposition toward mathematical problem
solving. Mason, Burton and Stacy (1982) view mathematical
thinking as a process to improve mathematical problem solving
performance by giving heuristic strategies as well as monitoring
and controlling their outcomes in a meta-cognitive way. They also
identified four fundamental processes, in two pairs, and showed
how thinking mathematically very often proceeds by alternating
between them: (i) specialising - trying special cases, looking at
examples; (ii) generalising -looking for patterns and relationships;
(iii) conjecturing - predicting relationships and results; and (iv)
convincing - finding and communicating reasons why something
is true. Hare! and Sowder (2005) explained that understanding
involves the particular meaning students give to a term, sentence
or text, the solution they provide to a problem, or the justification
they use to validate or refute an assertion, and the underlying actions
are ways of thinking.
The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)
popularised the term 'mathematical literacy'. Mathematical
literacy is the ability to use mathematics for everyday living, work
and further study. In line with this definition, PISA assessments
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present students with application problems, gauging students'
ability to connect mathematics in realistic contexts. The framework
used by PISA (2006) shows that mathematical literacy involves
many components of mathematical thinking, including reasoning,
modelling and making connections between ideas.
Scusa (2008) provided the five processes involved in
mathematical thinking: (i) problem solving; (ii) making
connections; (iii) representation; (iv) reasoning and proof; and
(v) communication. These are the exact process standards for
mathematics as drawn by NCTM. Mathematical thinking is often
used synonymously with problem solving. However, I concur with
the views of Mason, Burton and Stacy (1982), Hwa and Stephens
(2011) and Devlin (2012), that mathematical thinking facilitates
and helps improve mathematical problem solving. Mathematical
thinking also develops conceptual knowledge, which is also a
prerequisite to become good problem solvers. With the emphasis
on thinking, Singapore adopted the vision statement for its MOE
as Thinking Schools, Learning Nation (TSLN), way back in 1997.
CONCEPTUAL AND PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE
Mathematical connection is one of the emphases in Malaysian
school mathematics. The elaborated description is "opportunities
for connection must be created so that students can link conceptual
to procedural knowledge and relate topics within mathematics
and other learning areas in mathematics" (MOE, 2006a). Hence,
there is a need to clarify the difference between conceptual and
procedural knowledge.
According to Hiebert and Lefevre (1986), conceptual
knowledge is knowledge that is rich in relationships and meanings
or underlying structure, thus a unit of conceptual knowledge cannot
11 III
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be an isolated piece of information. According to Byrnes and
Wasik (1991), it is assumed that conceptual knowledge is stored in
some form of relational representation such as schemas, semantic
network or hierarchies. For instance, if one has a conceptual
understanding of fractions, they would be able to link fractions to
decimal numbers, have an understanding of the concept of part-
to-whole, understand proportion, understand what the numerator
and denominator implies, and can represent fractions using
discreet objects or continuous representations. One who has
conceptual understanding of fractions can spontaneously give the
answer for '0.25 of8' or '0.25 x 88' because they can immediately
'see' 0.25 as K Many others will depend on the procedure of
long multiplication. This is part of number sense. Gersten and
Chard (1999) explained that number sense refers to a student's
fluidity and flexibility with numbers which include sense of what
numbers mean, understanding of their relationships to one another,
ability to perform mental mathematics, understanding symbolic
representations and the ability to use those numbers in real world
situations.
On the other hand, Hiebert and Lefevre (1986) defined procedural
knowledge as formal language or symbolic representations of
mathematics and the algorithm or rules in completing mathematical
tasks. Algorithmic knowledge refers to step by step instructions
that define precisely how to complete mathematical tasks in a
predetermined linear sequence. Thus, conceptual knowledge will
facilitate the acquisition of procedural knowledge but, having
procedural knowledge alone may not eventually develop conceptual
knowledge naturally. Simply stated, procedural knowledge or
algorithmic knowledge can help students solve many kinds of
problems but it cannot ensure that they have the conceptual
knowledge to solve non-routine or novel problems (Steen, 1999;
Sternberg, 1999) .
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One of the learning principles in NCTM's (2000) Principles
and Standards for School Mathematics depicts the importance of
helping students to develop conceptual understanding.
Students must learn mathematics with understanding,
actively building new knowledge from experience and
previous knowledge. Research has solidly established
the important role of conceptual understanding in the
learning of mathematics. By aligning factual knowledge
and procedural proficiency with conceptual knowledge,
students can become effective learners. They will be
able to recognize the importance of reflecting on their
thinking and learning from their mistakes. Students
become competent and confident in their ability to tackle
difficult problems and willing to persevere when tasks are
challenging.
According to Harel and Sowder (2005), understanding involves
three types of mathematical activities: (i) the particular meaning or
interpretation a person gives to a concept, relationships between
concepts, assertions or problems; (ii) the particular solution a
person provides to a problem; and (iii) the particular evidence a
person offers to establish or refute a mathematical assertion. In
helping students to develop conceptual understanding and construct
meaning or interpretation of a concept, relationships between
concepts, assertions, or problems, the teacher must provide learning
opportunities for students to explore meanings. NCTM (2000)
asserted that "students must learn mathematics with understanding,
actively building new knowledge by relating their previous
experience and prior knowledge to the new situations" (p. 11). The
NCTM's learning principle also emphasizes on the importance of
the development of conceptual understanding. Students often rely
on memorization of factors or procedures without understanding
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them well. Conceptual understanding allows students to develop
further by making them learn to solve the problems, explore
mathematical ideas and eventually getting them to be confident
and autonomous learners.
FINDINGS ON STUDENTS' MATHEMATICAL
THINKING
In understanding students' mathematical thinking, it is crucial to
look into students' abilities and strategies in solving problems and
their reasoning, rather than looking into the solutions alone.
Mathematical thinking needs to focus more on the ways
that students conceptualize a problem and develop
appropriate solution strategies rather than on whether
or not they can carry out a formal algorithm to reach
a solution. Furthermore, it is important to examine
cognitive aspects of problem solving, such as the students'
solution strategies, their mathematical misconceptions/
errors, mathematical justifications and representations
(Cai & Cifarelli, 2004, p. 73).
Cai and Cifarelli (2004) further elaborated that the examination
of solution justifications and representations provides insights
on how students process problems and how they communicate
their ideas and thinking processes. This assertion may be built
upon Sternberg's (1991) earlier statement that the examination of
solution strategies provides qualitative information on students'
mathematical thinking and reasoning.
In assisting students to develop their mathematical thinking, the
basis for teaching must be on attaching meaning to what they learn.
As an example, in learning about conversion of a number from
base 10 to base 2, students may lose out totally on the meaning of
11114
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base-Z numbers if the focus is simply on the mechanical procedure
of determining the binary number through repeated division by 2,
followed by listing the remainder from the bottom up. Students may
be able to get the answer correctly but there will be no meaning
attached to the procedure.
2l15.6.
2l.Za
2~
2119.
2)j_
2~
2l2.
2l1.
l<e,..,l':))ooo.
oo
1
1
1oo
1
Therefore 15610 = 100111002
Likewise, instructions such as the following can be detrimental
to the development of conceptual understanding of numbers in
different bases.
Steps in converting numbers in base 10 to base 2, 8 and 5 are as
follow:
1. Perform repeated division with the base that you need until
the quotient is O.
2. Write the number in the new base by referring to the
remainders from bottom to the top.
In converting numbers in base 10 to base 2, students may need
to be provided with reasons on why it needs to be divided repeatedly
with 2 and why we take the remainders from the bottom up. To
provide meaning to the procedure, the instructions must include
the connection between place values of numbers in the decimal
system, i.e 105, 104, 103, 102, 101, to place values of the new
base, ego 25, 24, 23, 22, 21 , and the equivalent decimal values,
... 16, 8, 4, 2, 1. Students must also be made aware of the digits
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used in the decimal system and be able to connect it to digits to be
used in a binary system, base 5 system, etc.
I Binary Evaluate 2' i 22 21 20
Decimal Value 16 8 4 2 1
Decimal
Value Number
o >
1 >
o o
1 0 > 6
o 1 0 > 0..0 ..2 ..0 10
o 22
o 0 -> 16..0..0..0 ..1 -25
1 1 > 16+8+4+2+1 31
Thus, 3456 means 3 xl 04+ 4 x 103 + 5 x 102+ 6 x 10' and similarly,
10102means 1 x 24+ 0 X 23 + 1 X 22+ 0 x 2' .
Ability to Reason and Give Meaning
Meaning must be orchestrated by the teacher in her instruction.
Aida Suraya (2001a, 2003) explored the meanings attached by final
year undergraduate students in mathematics education to common
algorithms and concepts that they will have to teach in schools. The
respondents were given time to solve the questions in a very relaxed
situation and they were allowed to refer to the textbook provided.
Once they had completed the tasks, they were asked to explain on
how to convince school students of the concepts/algorithms given.
Data comprises the interview transcripts, the respondents' written
responses or solutions to the problem and the interviewer's notes
on non-verbal behavior. Some of the tasks given were as follows:
.1116
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The' categorization of the levels of mathematical reasoning used
in this study were as follows: (a) Levell: Unable to produce any
reasoning; (b) Level2: Have awareness of the models, known facts,
properties and relationships to be used but cannot produce any
arguments; (c) Level 3: Able to produce some reasoning although
the arguments are weak; and (d) Level4: Able to produce strong
arguments to support their reasoning. In Aida Suraya's (2003)
study, respondents were found to be operating at Level 1 for 46%
of the tasks, Level 2 for 22% of the tasks, Level 3 for 15% of the
tasks and Level4 for 15% of the tasks. The respondents could not
produce any arguments for quite a number of the tasks given. They
were given scores on their ability to reason. The respondents found
the most difficult task was to provide reasoning for -(-a) = a. In
general, the ability of 50% of the respondents to provide reasoning
for the tasks was low, 30% moderate and 20% high. This is of
concern since the respondents were final year students who would
soon become mathematics teachers.
For sample tasks 1 and 4, many of the respondents could not
provide any explanation. The common response was: "The formula
is like that. My teacher showed me like that". One tried to explain
-(-a) = a by associating it with magnetic charge, "negative and
negative becomes positive". She later added that "Someone borrows
$5, that means -5. Another person borrows $5. How much do they
borrow? This means 10" while writing (-5)(-5) = 10. In working
out sample task 2, one respondent divided 4 by 6 and got 0.6. She
4 2
did not even associate this with "6 and "3 to immediately get 0.67.
She wanted to see if the answer would turn out to be the same.
There were some good reasoning provided by the respondents.
For example, using the definition of log, one respondent followed
it through and provided a convincing explanation for Sample Task
19111
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1. For -(-a) = a , only one respondent could provide an acceptable
explanation such as the following:
a+(-a)=O
-a + a = 0
- (-a + a) = 0
-(-a) - a = 0
-(-a) = a
For Sample Task 3, most of the respondents could not reason
out whether the mean for the ungrouped data would be the same as
the mean for the grouped data. One of the respondents anticipated
that the means would be different but somehow by mistake, she
arrived at the same answer. She reasoned this out by saying that
the data that does not involve decimal numbers or data count that
is even might result in the same mean. Another respondent was
convinced that the two means would be the same because the data
is the same. However, she later changed her mind and said that it
will be different because the formula used in calculating the mean
is different. One gave a good explanation as follows:
The mean from ungrouped data will be more accurate.
For grouped data, we use midpoints. For a small number
of data, the difference is not much or the two means would
be the same. But for large data sets and especially for
intervals that are big, accuracy would be reduced. The
means we get from the frequency distribution (ie. grouped
data) are just estimates and might not be accurate.
11120
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'4 1
For 6"73' I had wanted to see the respondents viewing it as
4 3-x.-6 1
4- 3-x-
6 1
::
1 3-x-3 1 1
Only one respondent gave the above explanation. However, one
other respondent provided the following explanation but could not
see why it cannot be worked out this way although she was quite
confident with her answer.
413-+-X-
633
-~+!X (~x!)
6 3 1 3
-~+ (~Xi)x~
4 1--+lX-
6 3
~x!
6 3
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The classification used by Aida Suraya (2003) in determining
the levels of students' reasoning was later adapted by de Castro
(2004). It relates to how effective teaching will bring about
reasoning and meaningful learning (Figure 1).
L.nt.atR<u~(Y_lIJ)l)
I 4>i\bI.lopro_.IItt!Ift&~.1o
"'I'Pott ........3. A"r.Io __ ~
... _tk
2. A_.at<ODUpUN<_
~ony~.
I. Unobl.lo~..".. ..........
Figure 1 Mathematical Reasoning Imperative Factor in the Teaching-
Learning Process
Source: de Castro (2004, p. 160)
In another study on students' algorithms of multiplication
involving decimals (Aida Suraya, 2001 b), seven algorithms used by
students were identified. The algorithms that students construct or
generalize on their own are part of their own thinking. Identification
of algorithms from students' perspectives forms the basis in
planning teaching strategies. The standard algorithm taught is to
stack the numbers vertically, do the multiplication as is normally
done for any two whole numbers and with the decimal point being
subsequently inserted into the product. The number of decimal
points is determined based on the sum of the number of decimal
points of the multiplicand and the multiplier.
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Algorithms are part of procedural knowledge unless the teacher
provides the "what" and "why" so that students can see the big
picture and the interrelatedness between concepts, thus allowing
students to develop conceptual knowledge. This is evident from
the study of decimals (Aida Suraya, 200 Ib). When asked, "If 7 x
34 = 238,what is 0.7 x 3.4?", all the respondents who were in Form
I carried out the vertical process of multiplying and conducted the
standard algorithm without using the information provided. This
is a common problem posed in the Lower Secondary Examination
(PMR). However, the respondents, which comprised of high,
moderate and low achievers, were not able to make the connection
on their own.
As in the case of 0.55 x 0.25, many of the respondents were able
to provide the correct answer. However, they could not provide any
explanation as to why the sum of the number of decimal points of
the multiplicand and the multiplier is used to determine the decimal
point of the product. It is only in later years that some students
h he insi h h 02 . h ~xE._= 1375 -may ave t e msig t t at 0.55 x . 5 IS t e same 100 100 1000-
0.1375. Most students willjust see it as the procedure to be followed.
In the case ofO.55 x 0.25, it is quite difficult to get students to make
an estimate of the product before they carry out the algorithm.
However, in cases such as with the question 2.34 x 5.2, students
should be taught to make estimations, expecting the answer to be
around 11 so that they can gauge the range of acceptable answers
for the product.
Based on a series of observations and interviews, the most
common algorithm used by students in Aida Suraya's (200lb) study
was the standard algorithm, as discussed above. In some cases the
students used the "convert to fraction first" algorithm. Here, some
students were able to convert the decimal given to a fraction first,
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as in the case of computing 0.25 x 16. A few of the students could
see 0.25 as ~ thus they could automatically provide the answer for
0.25 x 16 as 4. Students who can see a decimal number as a fraction
and vice versa and are able to use the equivalent in a different form
are considered as having developed a good number sense.
In multiplying a decimal number with multiples of 10, some of
the students used the algorithm 'shifting the decimal point to the
right based on the number of zeros' . Thus in solving 0.6 x 10 or 0.6
x 200, some of the students did not use the standard algorithm but
determined howmany decimal points to shift based on the number
of zeros. However, when asked why the answer for 0.6 x lOis 6
and not 60, the students replied "I am not sure how the number of
zeros is related to the decimal number".
It is apparent from this study (Aida Suraya, 2001 b) that
teachers need to emphasize on the relationship between whole
numbers, fractions and decimals. To help students develop a good
number sense, students need to be guided to look at problems
from different perspectives and to decide on the easiest and most
efficient algorithm to use. Students should be guided to see the
relationships between multiplications, such as 5 x 62, 0.5 x 0.62,
0.05 x 0.062 and l~ X l~~ (Aida Suraya, 200 Ib). Students' lack of
development of number sense is also apparent in an earlier study
by Aida Suraya, Sharifah and Habsah (1994) where only 21.2% of
151 students in Year 5, of varied mathematical competence, could
6
solve the problem: 20 + 100 Surprisingly, 38.4% gave the answer
~, while other answers given include 206, 20.6 and 26.
100 100
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GEOMETRIC THINKING
Apart from studying mathematical thinking, there have been many
researches that focus on thinking in specific areas of mathematics.
Tan, Rohani, Aida Suraya and Ahmad Fauzi (2015) explored the
understanding of primary school students' on van Hiele's (1986)
levels of geometric thinking in learning shapes and spaces. The
levels of geometric thinking proposed by van Hiele describes the
progression that a student undergoes, independent of age or grade
level. Table 1 shows the levels, description of the levels and what
students need to illustrate at these levels. Students must progress
from one level to another sequentially and without skipping any
one level.
In the Trends in International Mathematics and Science
Study (TIMSS), Malaysian students showed a gradual decline in
performance in geometry with means scores of 497 in 1999, 478 in
2003,477 in 2007 and 432 in 2011 (Tan et aI., 2015). According
to the National Centre for Education Statistics (NCES) in their
highlights for TIMSS 2011 (NCES, 2013), Malaysian Form Two
students were ranked in the "intermediate" category, which means
that they can only apply basic mathematical knowledge, simple
algebraic forms and two dimensional drawings.
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In comparing what is covered at Year 6 level (Figure 2) and the
van Hiele's levels shown in Table I, the expected outcomes for Year
6 is only on finding the area, perimeter, surface area and volumes
of cubes and cuboids. In Forms 1 and 2, students progress to other
three dimensional shapes, including cones, pyramids, prisms, and
spheres. However, the focus is not on the development of conceptual
knowledge where students should be operating at least at van Hiele
Level 2, which requires them to see the interrelationships between
figures. Hence, learning tends to be compartmentalized, dealing
with one object at a time and not seeing the interconnections, in
terms of similarities and differences, to identify the important
attributes that signify a shape.
AreaA,ofarectangte:Vllfth
length I and breadth b.
A",J,.b
Area A, of a triangle 'Nith
.... lengtI\bancltte;ghth,
A'j{b.h)
• Pose probfems of fII'Idklg
perimeIert and anta!; of 2-0
Shapes in I'lJrneIieaI farm,
~aenteoces, tatE$or-,
• Teact'1ef gufdes pupils tc saNe__ -.."POIy.'. br,
step modetot
1) Underst.anI.Mg the problem
3)1~lNI:plan
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.. Pupils oonstruc:t three-
dimenslorial ~ shapes
lJSiog the Oiene'l blOCfts. The
IKlh,1m6 in units of the block Is
dewmined by mere countilll
the runber of bIodts .
• TeaGher prOYides iii three-
dlmeMional COfI1XIsite shape
with givef'l dIrneo$ions. PupIls
~tethe~oftM
Shape
For 8 cubokI with 1engtt1/,
brNdthbnheight h,the
vdume Vof the cuboid is...
V·hbxh
Figure 2: Curriculum Specifications for Shapes and Spaces, Year 6
Primary School
Source: Curriculum Specifications: Integrated Curriculum for Primary Schools, Year 6.
(Ministry of Education, Malaysia 2006b). p. 21 - 22
In the study by Tan et al. (2015), respondents were asked to rank
statements as "Understand very well" (+4) to "Least Understand"
(-4). The 34 statements provided consisted of van Hiele's Level
o (visualization), I (analysis), and 2 (informal deduction). The
Q-methodology showed the results of similarities, differences,
correlation, factor analysis and examination of factor analysis
scores by which the statements were sorted as factor I and factor
2. For statements in factor 1, the respondents showed very good
understanding of statements of levels 0 and I (Table below)
where 60% of the respondents achieved level 1 (analysis) which
progressed from the basic level 0 (visualization). These groups of
respondents could not however achieve level 2, as they declared
'least understanding' for the statements which were ranked -3 and
-4.
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Table 2 Statements of Factor 1 by van Hiele's Levels and Given Ranks
Statement van Hiele's Level Rank
If four sides of a quadrilateral are equal +4in length, the figure is a parallelogram.
A rectangle is a quadrilateral which has +4two longer sides and two shorter sides.
There are many ways to cut a square +3into two exact halves.
Rectangle has the shape of a long box. 0 +3
A encyclopedia looks like a cuboid. 0 +3
An equilateral triangle has an angle that
2 -3is larger than 60 degrees.
If a quadrilateral has four equal sides
and three of its corners are 90 degrees, 2 -3
therefore it must be a rectangle.
A rectangular container without its
0 -3cover is still known as a cuboid.
A square is not a parallelogram because
2 -4parallelograms are slanted.
If a corner of an isosceles triangle is 60
degrees, then three sides of this triangle 2 -4
cannot be unequal.
Forty percent of the respondents only achieved level 0
(visualization) and the ranks given are as shown in Table 3. These
groups of respondents chose 'least understand' in other levels and
'understanding very well' for statements which were 'incorrect'.
Therefore they only achieved level O.
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Tabie 3 Statements of Factor 2 by van Hiele's Levels and Given Ranks
Statement van Hiele Level Rank
Roof of a house is normally in the shape of 0 +4
a triangle.
An encyclopedia book looks like a cuboid. 0 +4
The shape of a square looks like a perfect 0 +3
box.
There are many ways to cut a square into +3
two exact halves
A rectangle is a type of square. 2 +3
If a quadrilateral has four equal sides, and
three of its comers are 90 degrees each. 2 -3
Therefore, it must be a rectangle.
A square is a subset of a cube. 2 -3
If a comer of an isosceles triangle is 60
degrees, then three sides of this triangle 2 -3
cannot be unequal.
The sum of internal angles of a square is -4
360 degrees.
Most rectangles are drawn horizontally
or vertically and its length is two or three 2 -4
times the width.
This result supports the van Hiele Theory (Van Hiele, 1986;
Mason, 1998; Usiskin, 1982) as shown in the determination of the
groups using Q-methodology. Students at Levell progress from
visualization level to analytical level and it relates closely to Level 0
to proceed to the second level. The students may have perceived that
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they have the ability to reason about a geometrical shape in terms
of its properties, but they do not yet understand the relationships
between the properties and between different figures.
The results also showed that most of the students seemed to be
operating at the lower levels (LO and L I) in the learning of Shapes
and Spaces. This finding coupled with those found by Noraini
(2007) suggest that a substantially large proportion of Malaysian
primary school children are operating at the lower levels of van
Hie1e's levels of geometric thinking, a common phenomenon
faced by other nations, including United States, China, Taiwan and
United Kingdom. In Malaysia, several factors have been identified
to explain why learning geometry is difficult, namely geometry
language, visualization abilities and ineffective instructions
(Noraini,2007).
This various facets of learning difficulties in geometry have
been made evident in numerous research findings. In United States,
it was revealed that geometry poses learning difficulties consistently
at all grades (Schafer, 2003; Schwartz, 2008). Other studies
conducted on the development of geometry proof competency,
including in Taiwan and China, have provided empirical evidences
showing that a large number of students had great difficulties in
generating proofs, even for simple geometry problems (Wu & Ma,
2005; Ding & Jones, 2006).
This phenomenon gives rise to several interesting points. As
pointed out by Tan et al. (2015), first, the deficiency of van Hiele's
levels of geometric thinking appears to be global in nature, crossing
boundaries of educational practices and curriculum. This deficiency
might have been the major contributing factor in the learning
difficulties encountered by learners around the globe. Secondly,
the deficiency may hold the key that explains why Malaysian
lower secondary school students showed lower performance in
TIMSS and PISA. It should be noted that the van Hie1e's levels
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of geometric thinking includes higher order thinking and decision
making skills, and acquisition of mathematical concepts to enable
learners to operate at the higher levels in van Hiele's theory. Thirdly,
this finding may raise concerns that many of the students do not
seem to have acquired the targeted learning outcomes emphasised
for Year 6 KBSR Mathematics, where they are expected to at least
reach the level ofL2 (Informal Deduction) at the end of the learning
session. If this concern is true, than we can expect that this group of
primary students will encounter more serious learning difficulties
in geometry at secondary school level as the learning outcomes of
KBSM Mathematics place emphasis on outcomes that reach higher
levels (L3 and L4).
ROLE OF METACOGNITION IN DEVELOPING
THINKING
Metacognition is simply defined as "thinking about thinking."
According to Livingston (2003), "metacognition refers to higher
order thinking which involves active control over the cognitive
processes engaged in learning" (p. 2). Sternberg (1984, 1986)
associated metacognition with intelligence and posited that
it enables people to be successful learners. Earlier works on
metacognition can be traced back to Flavell (1976). According to
Flavell (1976),
Metacognition refers to one s knowledge concerning one's
own cognitive processes or anything related to them,
e.g. the learning of relevant properties of information
or data.... Metacognition refers, among other things,
to the active monitoring and consequent regulation
and orchestration of those processes in relation to the
cognitive objects or data on which they bear, usually in
the service of some concrete (problem solving) goal or
objective (p. 232).
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The essence of the above definition is the notion of thinking
about one's own thoughts. It is the ability to understand and monitor
one's own thoughts, the assumptions and the implications of
one's activity. According to Flavell (1976), if we have awareness
of and control over our cognitive processes, then we are being
metacognitive.
Aida Suraya and Wan Zah (2008) conducted a study which,
among others, was to ascertain the relationship between the
levels of metacognition and mathematics achievement and overall
academic achievement. Data was collected from 195 final year
students majoring in mathematics education from four Malaysian
universities.
Metacogniton is viewed by Schraw and Dennison ( 1994) as the
ability of individuals to reflect, understand and control their own
learning. Thus, they identified eight dimensions of metacognitive
processes and these were incorporated in the Metacognitive
Awareness Inventory (MAl). Sanchez-Alonso and Vovides (2006)
verified that MAl, which comprises of 52 items, is a reliable
measure of cognition and regulation of cognition. MAl measures
eight specific dimensions of metacognition, namely, comprehension
monitoring, procedural knowledge, declarative knowledge,
conditional knowledge, evaluation, debugging strategies,
information management strategies and planning. In the original
inventory, respondents were asked to respond to the items as true
or false. However, in the inventory that Aida Suraya and Wan Zah
(2006) conducted, the scale used was a continuum from (1) Never
to (5) Very Often. The survey was translated using the back to back
translation technique. The reliability for the translated version of
MAl was found to be very high (r = .930). The definitions of each
dimension of metacognition, as suggested by Schraw and Dennison
(1994), are as follow:
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1. Comprehension Monitoring
Assessment of one's learning or strategy use.
ii. Procedural Knowledge
The application of knowledge for the purpose of completing
a procedure or process.
Knowledge about how to implement learning procedures
(e.g. strategies).
Requires students to know the process as well as when to
apply the process in various situations.
Students can obtain knowledge through discovery,•
cooperative learning and problem solving.
iii. Declarative Knowledge
The factual knowledge that the learner needs before being
able to process or use critical thinking related to the topic.
Knowing about, what or that.
Knowledge of one's skills, intellectual resources and
abilities as a learner.
Students can obtain knowledge through presentations,•
demonstration, discussions.
IV. Conditional Knowledge
The determination of under what circumstances specific
processes or skills should be transferred.
Know ledge about when and why to use learning procedures.
Application of declarative and procedural knowledge with
certain conditions presented.
Students can obtain knowledge through simulation.
•
v. Evaluation
Analysis of performance and strategy effectiveness after
a learning episode.
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VI. Debugging Strategies
Strategies used to correct comprehension and performance
errors.
vii. Information of Management Strategies
Skills and strategy sequences used to process information
more efficiently (e.g. organizing, elaborating, summarizing,
selective focusing).
viii. Planning
Planning, goal setting and allocation of resources prior to
learning.
Overall, the level of metacognition of the respondents was
found to be moderate. The results indicated that the majority of the
respondents' metacognitive awareness was high for three dimensions,
debugging strategies (73.8%), information management strategies
(54.3%) and conditional knowledge (63.4%), and moderate for the
rest of the dimensions. Female respondents showed a higher level
of metacognition as compared to the males and the females also
showed consistently higher scores for all eight components.
Students' average grades in mathematics courses taken at
the university level were used to indicate their mathematics
achievements and their current CGPAs were used as a reflection
of the respondents' overall academic achievements. The findings
implied that there is a stronger correlation between mathematics
achievement with levels of metacognition as opposed to overall
academic achievement. This indicates that those with higher
levels of metacognition do better in their mathematics courses.
The study also showed that students with higher CGPA reported
better use of metacognitive strategies. Three dimensions of MAl,
procedural, declarative and conditional knowledge, were found to
be significantly correlated with students' performance in university
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mathematics courses. In short, students who are aware of their
metacognition tend to demonstrate better academic performance.
Metacognition is given great emphasis in Singapore's
mathematics curriculum. Their problem solving framework
illustrates the underlying principles of an effective mathematics
programme that is applicable to all levels, from primary to A-levels.
It sets the direction for the teaching, learning and assessment of
mathematics. Singapore is of a special interest since their students
have consistently shown great achievements in TIMSS and PISA.
As shown in Singapore's mathematics curriculum framework
(Figure 3), metacognition is viewed as an important element in
enhancing students' problem solving abilities. In this framework,
problem solving is regarded as central to mathematics. Apart
from metacognition, the framework illustrates the need to focus
on mathematical reasoning, which is defined as the ability to
analyze mathematical situations and construct logical arguments.
Students are also exposed to the use of various thinking skills and
heuristics to help them solve mathematical problems. Thinking
skills are skills that can be used in a thinking process, such as
classifying, comparing, sequencing, analysing parts and wholes,
identifying patterns and relationships, induction, deduction and
spatial visualization (Ministry of Education Singapore, 2006).
Due to the high performance of Singaporean students in TIMSS,
their framework and their textbooks have been adopted by many
countries, including United States, Canada, Israel and United
Kingdom (Prystay, 2004; Wong & Lee, 2009).
In Singapore, the primary focus of the mathematics curriculum
is on mathematical problem solving. The mathematical problem
solving framework incorporates processes which include reasoning,
communication, connection, thinking skills, heuristics, application
and modelling (Singapore MOE, 2006).
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Figure 3 Singapore's Mathematics Framework. Ministry of Education,
Singapore (2006).
Similar to Singapore, problem solving has always been a core
in the Malaysian mathematics curriculum, since the introduction of
the Integrated Curriculum for Secondary Schools in 1989. In fact,
at the Form 4 level, a chapter was dedicated to guide students on
problem solving, which includes the heuristics and the strategies.
However, the topic was removed from the curriculum during a
revision of the mathematics curriculum in year 2000 because the
feedback received by the Curriculum Development Centre was that
teachers were not teaching the topic because it was not directly
tested in examinations (Aida Suraya, 2008). This is evidence of
the misalignment between the intended, the taught and the examined
curriculum.
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ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN FACILITATING
MATHEMATICS THINKING
The use of calculators at an early age may hinder the ability to
enhance mental computational skills, acquisition of number facts,
development of number sense and mathematical thinking. Students
used to be able to provide the values for equations such as the
following, spontaneously, without depending on any gadgets:
sin (60') = _!_, sin (30') = _!_2 2
sin (60') = ~, cos (30') = ~
tan (60') =.fj, tan (45') = 1
However the calculator-dependent students of today find the
answers using calculators or computers, which I have often observed
among my student teachers. Allowing the use of calculators or
other technologies can be allowed but it is very much dependent
on the tasks that have to be carried out. These tools can eliminate
tedious computations, thus allowing students to focus more on the
strategy, making and testing conjectures, observing patterns that
emerge, making generalizations and engaging in more challenging
tasks. As an example, if students are to conduct an activity to
discover the value of pi and to suggest the formula to calculate the
circumference of a circle, they may have to complete tasks such as
the following:
Task 1
Circular objects Circumference (C) Diameter (D)
c
D
Object 1
Object 2
Object 3
Object4
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Task2
Determine the sign for sine, cosine and tangent in all four quadrants.
What can be generalized?
Task3
Determine relationship between a, sin A, b, sin B, c, sin C for a
few triangles.
In such task the students should be relieved of such tedious
computations and be allowed instead to focus on the emerging
patterns. This isbecause the outcome sought is for students to make
and test conjectures and observe patterns. The use of calculators
in such instances will help reduce the mental efforts involved in
completing the task.
In a study by Kamariah, Rohani, Ahmad Fauzi and Aida Suraya
(2009) on the effect of utilizing Geometer's Sketchpad (GSP) on the
performance and mathematical thinking of secondary learners, the
findings indicated that the use of GSP induced higher mathematical
thinking process and performance among the learners. Software
such as GSp, Autograph and Mathlab are classified as mind tools
to facilitate learning. Unlike a calculator which provides answers, a
mind tool allows students to explore and learn. GSP allows students
to manipulate dynamic models of fractions, number lines and
geometric patterns, particularly primary school students. At higher
levels, GSP can build students' readiness for algebra by exploring
ratio and proportion, rate of change and functional relationships
through numeric, tabular and graphical representations, construct
and transform geometric shapes and functions, thus promoting
deeper understanding.
The results of the independent t-test showed that there was no
significant difference in post test scores between the control and
GSP groups. Neither were there differences in the conceptual skills
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and procedural skills of the individuals. Itcan be concluded that the
6-hour session may not have provided enough exposure and time
for the students to get familiarized with the use of the technology,
which may be why it showed less promising results on the use of
technology.
In another study on the integration of the dynamic mathematical
software, Autograph, in the learning of Quadratic Functions, the
findings also showed that the tool did not help improve mathematical
performance nor did it reduce the extraneous cognitive load as
compared to the conventional strategy (Rohani, Aida Suraya, Ahmad
Fauzi & Kamariah, 2009). Cognitive load refers to the total amount
of mental effort being used in the working memory. This finding is
in contrast to Burrill et al.'s (2002) extensive review of the use of
the handheld graphing calculator, which provided evidences that
secondary school students showed improvement in their conceptual
understanding. They stressed further that it is not just due to the
presence of the graphing calculators but more due to how it was
used in the teaching of mathematics. The "how" in the use of the
technology must be explored because the positive impact can only
be seen when the tool is used efficiently.
While there are inconclusive findings on the impact of the
utilization of technology in promoting learning and mathematical
thinking, Rohani, Ahmad Fauzi, Kamariah and Aida Suraya (2008)
emphasized on the need to address issues of instructional efficiency.
In utilizing any technological tools, comprehensive
measures addressing issues of instructional efficiency is
crucial, especially when involving large scale and formal
implementation of technology integration in teaching
and learning ... dynamic software, particularly, graphing
calculators provide positive impact upon learners thus
becoming potential tools in teaching mathematics ... "
(p. 191).
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It is not just the tool that is selected for use, but on how it is
used, what it is used for and when it is used during instruction. A
lot more work needs to be done to propose how best mind tools can
be integrated in classroom instruction.
CURRENT STATUS OF MALAYSIAN SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS
Apart from PT3, other indicators of Malaysian students' performance
are evident in international studies, namely in the Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). TIMSS
is conducted by the International Associations for the Evaluation
of Educational Achievement (lEA), every four years. TIMSS is a
massive study and in 2011, the study managed to get 57 countries
involved in the administration of tests for Grade 4 students and 56
countries for Grade 8 students. One hundred and eighty Malaysian
schools participated in TIMSS 2011 with a total of 5,733 students.
PISA, on the other hand, is administered by the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) every three
years on 15-year-olds in both OECD and non-OECD countries, on
mathematics, science and reading skills, as well as critical problem-
solving as opposed to memorization. As reported by Kang (2013),
in PISA 2012, Malaysia scored 421 in Mathematics, 398 in Reading
and 420 in Science, respectively, all of which are below average
scores, with a ranking at 52 out of 65 countries. The global average
score was 494 in Mathematics, 496 in Reading and 501 in Science.
Shanghai, Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Korea were the top
five countries, with even Vietnam being ranked higher at 17th•
The Huffington Post of the United States reported that even the
best students in Malaysia performed far below the average score
in PISA 2012, as shown in Figure 4. Itwas stated that the average
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scores for the top 10 percent (decile) of Malaysia's elite 15-year-olds
were far lower than the average scores of students in a number of
its Asian neighbours, including Singapore and Vietnam.
PISA 2012 MATHEMATICS SCORE
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Figure 4 Malaysian Students' Performance in PISA 2012
, Source: Malay Mail Online, Jan 25, 2014.
As shown in Table 4 and Figure 5, Malaysian students'
performances have declined tremendously over the years and it
was ranked at 26th place out of the 42 countries participating in
TIMSS 2011. Many have contributed the results to the change in
the language of instruction from Bahasa Melayu to English.
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Source: Mullis et al. (2012), pp. 60-64
The TIMSS mathematics assessment which is based on a
comprehensive framework developed collaboratively with the
participating countries, is organized around two dimensions:
1. Content dimension specifying the domains or subject matter
to be assessed within mathematics, including Number (30%),
Algebra (30%), Geometry (20%) and Data & Chance (20%);
11. Cognitive dimension specifying the domains or thinking
processes expected of students as they engage with the
mathematics content, including Knowing (35%), Applying
(40%) and Reasoning (25%).
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As an example, Malaysian students' performance in the content
dimension on numbers shows that even at the cognitive dimension
of knowing, the percentage of correct items was only 57.6% and
the least was for reasoning (25.33%). As shown by Lessani (2015),
there is a wide gap between Malaysia and Singapore. Singapore
was used as a comparison because it has consisstently been in the
top three in TIMSS over the years.
Table 5 Comparison between Malaysia and Singapore on Percent of
Correct Items for the Cognitive Domain on Numbers in TIMSS 201 I
Cognitive Domain of Cognitive Percentage of Correct
TIMSS Dimension Items
Malaysia Singapore
Knowing 57.60 86.90
Number Applying 44.12 77.62
Reasoning 25.33 60.00
Total 47.85 79.52
Malaysian students are only good at solving direct computational
items, such as, 42.65 + 5.748. Malaysian students managed to get
91% correct for this item, although they sti11lost out to Singapore
who had the highest ranking for this item, as shown in Figure 6.
This implies that Malaysian students are given adequate exposure
to solving direct computations such as this.
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Figure 6 Malaysian Performance in Direct Computation Items
(Source: Mullis et aI., 2012, p. 122)
The students' performance in the cognitive dimensions, such
as application and reasoning was however very much lower. Of all
the cognitive domains, Malaysian students' performance was the
worst for Algebra. In Figure 7, it is seen that the item only requires
knowledge of calculating the area of a rectangle and multiplication
of simple algebraic expressions. However, the Malaysian students'
performance was below average for this item.
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Another example, shown in Figure 8, shows an item that
requires reasoning in algebra. Only 36% of the Malaysian
participants managed to get the correct answer. This shows that
students cannot translate the diagram into inequalities such as: x <
8 and 3x > 20, If the item is rephrased as "Given x < 8 and 3x >
20, find possible values for x", the students may have been able to
perform much better.
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Figure 8 Malaysian participants' Performance in Providing Reasoning
in Algebra (Source: Mullis et aI., 2012, p. 30)
While the TIMSS and PISA results show a declining trend
in students' achievements, the national benchmark used seems
to indicate otherwise. The national grade average (Gred Purata
Nasional, GPN) for PMR examinations have been showing steady
increase in students' performance over the years. As shown in the
following table, the performance of students in PMR 2011 in the
17 subjects tested showed the best results in four years with GPN
of2.71.
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Table 7 National Grade Average for PMR 2008 - 2011
Candidates' Achievement 2008 2009 2010 2011
AlIAs 26,441
5.97%
34,271
7.77%
28,192
6.37%
30,863
7.02%
GPN 2.83 2.78 2.74 2.71
Source: Official Slog of Ministry of Education Malaysia. Extracted from the Announcement
of the Analysis ofPMR Results for 2011 by the Director General, MOE Malaysia, Dato' Sri
Abd Ghafar Mahmud on 22"d Dec 20 I I (htm://buletinkpm.blogspot.com/2011/12/analisis-
keputusan-penilaian-menengah.html)
The subject grade average (Gred Purata Mata Pelajaran, GPMP)
indicates the extent of candidates' mastery of knowledge, skills
and values of the subject. The table. below shows the GPMP for
mathematics in 2010 and 2011. There is shown to be an increase
in the percentage of candidates getting As, of 1.3%. The figures
show that the GPMP for mathematics showed better performance
among candidates, with a decrease ofO.04 points. The GPMP for the
2013 PMR results was also reported to be better than the previous
year.
Table 8 Performance Analysis and GPMP for mathematics
2010 - 2011
Grade No ofYear
Candidates GPMPA B C D E
2010 28.9 12.5 15.5 34.7 8.3 438,284 2.81
2011 30.2 12.5 15.4 34.3 7.6 439,938 2.77
Source: Official Slog of Ministry of Education Malaysia. Extracted from the Announcement
of the Analysis ofPMR Results for 2011, by the Director General, MOE Malaysia, Dato' Sri
Abd Ghafar Mahmud on 22nd Dec 2011 (http://buletinkpm.blogspot.com/2011112/analisis-
keputusan-penilaian-menengah.htrnl)
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As stated earlier, only 0.02% (80 students) of the candidates
obtained straight As in PT3 2014 as compared to 34,271 (7.77%) in
PMR2011 and 30,988 out of42,2506 (7.33%) in PMR2013. What
then is the value of the grade A? According to Singh and White
(2006), the outcome of their study "Relationship between Students'
Mathematics Grades in SPM Examination and Their Performance
in the Problem Solving Test" indicates that there was no difference
in 50% of the items in the problem solving test between "A Math"
students and "NonA Math" students. In conclusion, in relation to
the current status of Malaysian school mathematics, the evidences
show that there exists disparity between the international and
national standards used to determine students' performance.
HOW SUCCESSFUL HAVE WE BEEN IN
FACILITATING THE DEVELOPMENT OF
MATHEMATICAL THINKING?
This article has highlighted that generally, Malaysian students
are not meeting the international benchmark for mathematics
performance. This could be partially attributed to the students'
inability to think mathematically, and thus not being able to
translate the contexts given and to use mathematics to provide
solutions. Many have raised issues on the validity and reliability
of the instruments used in TIMSS, PISA and even PT3. However,
the fact is that these international standardized tests are being used
in many countries to determine their targeted standards, as reflected
in their policies and education reforms. Apart from the findings
of these international comparative studies, the studies discussed
earlier in this paper have also highlighted the lack of thinking skills
amongst Malaysian school students and even university students.
Thus, the factors that may contribute to this phenomenon need to
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be examined from the perspectives of the curriculum, instruction
and the assessment methodology.
THE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM
Since it was introduced in 1989, the Integrated Curriculum for
Secondary School (KBSM) Mathematics has not changed much.
The emphases on problem solving, communication, reasoning,
making connections and application of technology are still relevant
today. However, the expected outcomes, as stated in the curriculum
guides, may not be able to support the initiative to focus on higher
order thinking skills (HOTS). As shown below, typical learning
outcomes for form 5 topic, on gradient and area under a graph,
only expect the students to 'find, determine and solve'. This is not
in line with HOTS initiatives that require cognitive operations of
analyzing, evaluating and synthesizing or creating.
i. Find the area under a graph.
ii. Determine the distance by finding the area under the following
types of speed-time graphs:
a. v = k (uniform speed),
b. v = kt,
c. v = kt + h,
d. a combination of the above.
iii. Solve problems involving gradient and area under a graph.
The only learning outcomes that may require some investigation
at the form 5 level is on determining whether the combined
transformation AB is equivalent to the combined transformation
BA. Yet, this can be easily verified and does not appear to be very
challenging .
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At the form 2 level, there are a few learning outcomes that
require students to derive the formula for circumference, area
of circle and area of a sector. It is noted in the curriculum guide
that students should explore the relationship between the area of
a sector and the angle at the centre of the circle using dynamic
geometry software. However, how is this actually implemented in
the classroom? Are students given the opportunity to experiment,
explore, and test their conjectures?
THE MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
The curriculum guide (MOE Malaysia, 2006a) explicitly states
that approaches such as contextual learning and enquiry-discovery
should be practiced in mathematics instruction. These approaches
are deeply rooted in the constructivist principles. The constructivist-
based approaches are learner-centered approaches that emphasize
on the importance of providing opportunities for learners to actively
construct their knowledge with guidance from the teacher. In the
constructivist view, teachers should not attempt to simply pour
information into children's minds. Rather, children ought to be given
confidence to discover their world, find out knowledge, consider
and think critically, with the vigilant supervision and significant
guidance of the teacher (Eby, Herrel & Jordan, 2005).
Hanley (1994) provided more guidelines on implementing a
constructivist classroom, among which are as follows:
1. Seek out and use students' questions and ideas to guide lessons
and whole instructional units;
2. Accept and encourage student initiation of ideas;
3. Promote student leadership, collaboration, location of
information and their taking actions as a result of the learning
process;
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4. Use students' thinking, experiences and interests to drive
lessons;
5. Encourage the use of alternative sources of information, both
from written materials and experts;
6. Encourage students to suggest causes for events and situations
and encourage them to predict consequences;
7. Seek out students' ideas before presenting teachers' ideas or
before studying ideas from the textbooks or other sources;
8. Encourage students to challenge each other's conceptualizations
and ideas;
9. Encourage adequate time for reflection and analysis; respect
and use all ideas that students generate;
10. Encourage self-analysis, collection of real evidence to support
ideas and refonnulation of ideas in light of new knowledge;
11. Use students' identification of problems with local interests and
play the role as the organizers for the course;
12. Use local resources (human and material) as original sources
of infonnation that can be used in problem resolution;
13. Involve students in seeking information that can be applied in
solving real-life problems; and
14. Extend learning beyond the class period, classroom and the
school.
Teachers have been encouraged to use constructivist teaching
methods since the early years of the KBSM implementation (MOE
Malaysia, 1989). However, research by Klieme and Vieluf (2009)
provided evidences that teachers in Malaysia, South America and
southern Europe showed lesser preference for a constructivist view
as compared to teachers in Australia, Korea, northwestern Europe
and Scandinavia. Thus after more than 20 years since it was first
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suggested in curriculum guides, constructivist teaching has not been
a preference of Malaysian teachers. Nevertheless, with the shift to
school based assessment, the initiative on HOTS and the change
IIIexamination format to include more challenging questions such
as PT3, this may well elicit a classroom atmosphere that cultivates
HOTS, as well as critical thinking and creative thinking.
To provide support for learning, school textbooks need to be
greatly improved. The existing contents, contexts and examples do
not stimulate students' thinking. For example, in a form 1 topic on
percentage, the learning outcomes only require students to be able
to do basic tasks such as the following:
1. Express percentages as the number of parts in every 100.
2. Change fractions and decimals to percentages and vice-versa.
3. Find the percentage ofa quantity.
4. Find the percentage one number is of another.
S. Find a number given the percentage.
6. Find the percentage of increase or decrease. Solve problems
involving percentages.
In contrast, the Singapore textbook meant for secondary 2
students provides contexts and tasks that challenge students and
expose them to issues such as water rates, money exchange, income
tax, goods and service tax (GST) and the Central Provident Fund,
all in one chapter.
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Source: Hong, T. C., Riddington, M. & Grier, M. (2001). New Mathematics Counts for
Secondary Normal (Academic) 2. Singapore: Time Publishing Group.
There is a great difference between the level of the content in
Malaysian mathematics textbooks as compared to the Singaporean
textbooks. The contexts provided in the Malaysian textbooks, in
the chapter on percentage, revolve around discounts in purchasing
some goods in departmental stores and calculation of a percentage
of an amount. Compare this to what was mentioned earlier on the
Singaporean textbook contents.
THE MATHEMATICS ASSESSMENT
To reduce the examination oriented culture that Malaysia has been
practicing for years, school based assessment was introduced
in 2012, in which, one of the components is assessment using
performance standards. This was believed to be a transformation in
school assessments. However, due to the over zealous reactions of
the public following the PT3 results and the implications it brings,
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actual implementation will probably require a few more years than
was initially intended.
Malaysian examination questions look quite challenging on the
surface, but the recycling of examination questions over the years
has made the questions too predictable. There are an abundance
of workbooks that provide PMR or SPM clone questions, thus the
ability to answer those questions may no longer reflect true ability
and the achievement of some level of mathematical thinking among
the students.
The choices given for some sections in the examination have
also spurredllegative consequences. For instance, as the topic on
Earth as a Sphere is rather challenging, teachers tend to exclude
this topic altogether, in their teaching because students can choose
questions from other sections. The 'teaching for examination'
culture is strong for multiple reasons. Firstly, to ensure school
performance and, secondly, to ensure that students get good grades.
CONCLUSION
Malaysia should keep on participating in international assessments
such as TIMSS and PISA. Without comparisons such as these,
we may get too complacent about our students' mathematics
performance. Although only a small percentage of schools are
involved, the exposure to such assessment standards can enlighten
our educators on the standards and benchmarks for mathematical
thinking and competence that we need to aim for to ensure Malaysian
students' competitiveness at the international level. There is also
a need to review the examination formats for SPM, UPSR and the
assessment conducted at the form 3 level. These assessments will
be key in determining standards because classroom instruction
will always be geared towards preparing students for the type of
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assessment administered. The last few years, with the criticisms on
our students' mathematics performance in TIMSS, PISA and PT3,
has been a wakeup call for us to transform the way we determine
intended learning outcomes, teach and assess our students. We
must ensure that we continuously promote the thinking culture
amongst our students
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Malaysia: Cabaran Prospek dan
Implikasi dalam Latihan dan
Penyelidikan Perubatan serta
Sains Kesihatan di Universiti Putra
Malaysia
8 August 2008
117. Prof. Dr. Musa Abu Hassan
Memanfaatkan Teknologi Maklumat
& Komunikasi ICT untuk Semua
15 August 2008
118. Prof. Dr. Md. Salleh Hj. Hassan
Role of Media in Development:
Strategies. Issues & Challenges
22 August 2008
119. Prof. Dr. Jariah Masud
Gender in Everyday Life
10 October 2008
120 Prof. Dr. Mohd Shahwahid Haji
Othman
Mainstreaming Environment:
Incorporating Economic Valuation
and Market-Based Instruments in
Decision Making
24 October 2008
121. Prof. Dr. Son Radu
Big Questions Small Worlds:
Following Diverse Vistas
31 October 2008
122. Prof. Dr. Russly Abdul Rahman
Responding to Changing Lifestyles:
Engineering the Convenience Foods
28 November 2008
123. Prof. Dr. Mustafa Kamal Mohd
Shariff
Aesthetics in the Environment an
Exploration of Environmental:
Perception Through Landscape
Preference
9 January 2009
124. Prof. Dr. Abu Daud Silong
Leadership Theories. Research
& Practices: Farming Future
Leadership Thinking
16 January 2009
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125. Prof. Dr. Azni Idris 135. Prof. Dr. W Mahmood Mat Yunus
Waste Management, What is the Photothermal and Photoacoustic:
Choice: Land Disposal or Biofuel? From Basic Research to Industrial
23 January 2009 Applications
10 July 2009
126. Prof. Dr. Jamilah Bakar
Freshwater Fish: The Overlooked 136. Prof. Dr. Taufiq Yap Yun Hin
Alternative Catalysis for a Sustainable World
30 January 2009 7 August 2009
127. Prof. Dr. Mohd. Zobir Hussein 137 Prof. Dr. Raja Noor Zaliha Raja
The Chemistry of Nanomaterial and Abd. Rahman
Nanobiomaterial Microbial Enzymes: From Earth to
6 February 2009 Space
9 October 2009
128. Prof. Ir. Dr. Lee Teang Shui
Engineering Agricultural: Water 138 Prof. Ir. Dr. Barkawi Sahari
Resources Materials, Energy and CNGDI
20 February 2009 Vehicle Engineering
6 November 2009
129. Prof. Dr. Ghizan Saleh
Crop Breeding: Exploiting Genes for 139. Prof. Dr. Zulkifli Idrus
Food and Feed Poultry Welfare in Modern
6 March 2009 Agriculture: Opportunity or Threat?
13 November 2009
130. Prof. Dr. Muzafar Shah Habibullah
Money Demand 140. Prof. Dr. Mohamed Hanafi Musa
27 March 2009 Managing Phosphorus: Under Acid
Soils Environment
131. Prof. Dr. Karen Anne Crouse 8 January 20 I0
In Search of Small Active Molecules
3 April2009 141. Prof. Dr. Abdul Manan Mat Jais
Haruan Channa striatus a Drug
132. Prof. Dr. Turiman Suandi Discovery in an Agro-Industry
Volunteerism: Expanding the Setting
Frontiers of Youth Development 12 March 2010
17 April 2009
142. Prof. Dr. Bujang bin Kim Huat
133. Prof. Dr. Arbakariya Ariff Problematic Soils: In Search for
Industrializing Biotechnology: Roles Solution
of Fermentation and Bioprocess 19 March 2010
Technology
8 May 2009 143. Prof. Dr. Samsinar Md Sidin
Family Purchase Decision Making:
134. Prof. Ir. Dr. Desa Ahmad Current Issues & Future Challenges
Mechanics of Tillage Implements 16April2010
12 June 2009
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144. Prof. Dr. Mohd Adzir Mahdi 154. Prof. Dr. Seow Heng Fong
Lightspeed: Catch Me If You Can Are there "Magic Bullets "for
4 June 2010 Cancer Therapy?
I I February 20 II
145. Prof. Dr. Raha Hj. Abdul Rahim
Designer Genes: Fashioning Mission ISS. Prof. Dr. Mohd Azmi Mohd Lila
Purposed Microbes Biopharmaceuticals: Protection,
18 June 2010 Cure and the Real Winner
18 February 20 I I
146. Prof. Dr. Hj. Hamidon Hj. Basri
A Stroke of Hope, A New Beginning 156. Prof. Dr. Siti Shapor Siraj
2 July 2010 Genetic Manipulation in Farmed
Fish: Enhancing Aquaculture
147. Prof. Dr. Hj. Kamaruzaman Jusoff Production
Going Hyperspectral: The "Unseen" 25 March 2011
Captured?
16 July 2010 157. Prof. Dr. Ahmad Ismail
Coastal Biodiversity and Pollution:
148. Prof. Dr. Mohd Sapuan Salit A Continuous Conflict
Concurrent Engineeringfor 22 April2011
Composites
30 July 2010 158. Prof. Ir. Dr. Norman Mariun
Energy Crisis 2050? Global
149. Prof. Dr. Shattri Mansor Scenario and Way Forward for
Google the Earth: What's Next? Malaysia
IS October 20 I0 10 June 2011
ISO. Prof. Dr. Mohd Basyaruddin Abdul 159. Prof. Dr. Mohd Razi Ismail
Rahman Managing Plant Under Stress: A
Haute Couture: Molecules & Challenge for Food Security
Biocatalysts 15 July 2011
29 October 20 I0
160. Prof. Dr. Patimah Ismail
lSI. Prof. Dr. Mohd. Hair Bejo Does Genetic Polymorphisms Affect
Poultry Vaccines: An Innovation for Health?
Food Safety and Security 23 September 20 II
12 November 2010
161. Prof. Dr. SidekAb.Aziz
152. Prof. Dr. Umi Kalsom Yusuf Wonders of Glass: Synthesis,
Fern of Malaysian Rain Forest Elasticity and Application
3 December 2010 7 October 20 I I
153. Prof. Dr. Ab. Rahim Bakar 162. Prof. Dr. Azizah Osman
Preparing Malaysian Youthsfor The Fruits: Nutritious, Colourful, Yet
World of Work: Roles of Technical Fragile Gifts of Nature
and Vocational Education and 14 October 20 II
Training (TVEr)
14 January 20 II
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163. Prof. Dr. Mohd. Fauzi Ramlan 172. Prof. Dr. Norlijah Othman
Climate Change: Crop Performance Lower Respiratory Infections in
and Potential Children: New Pathogens, Old
II November 2011 Pathogens and The Way Forward
19 April2013
164. Prof. Dr. Adem Kilicman
Mathematical Modeling with 173. Prof. Dr. Jayakaran Mukundan
Generalized Function Steroid-like Prescriptions English
25 November 2011 Language Teaching Can Ill-afford
26 April2013
165. Prof. Dr. Fauziah Othman
My Small World: In Biomedical 174. Prof. Dr. Azmi Zakaria
Research Photothermals Affect Our Lives
23 December 20 I I 7 June 2013
166. Prof. Dr. Japar Sidik Bujang 175. Prof. Dr. Rahinah Ibrahim
The Marine Angiosperms, Seagrass Design Informatics
23 March 2012 21 June 2013
167. Prof. Dr. Zailina Hashim 176. Prof. Dr. Gwendoline Ee Cheng
Air Quality and Children's Natural Products from Malaysian
Environmental Health: Is Our Rainforests
Future Generation at Risk? I November2013
30 March 2012
177. Prof. Dr. Noor Akrna Ibrahim
168. Prof. Dr. Zainal Abidin Mohamed The Many Facets of Statistical
Where is the Beef? Vantage Point Modeling
form the Livestock Supply Chain 22 November 2013
27 April2012
178. Prof. Dr. Paridah Md. Tahir
169. Prof. Dr. Jothi Malar Panandam Bonding with Natural Fibres
Genetic Characterisation of Animal 6 December 2013
Genetic Resources for Sustaninable
Utilisation and Development 179. Prof. Dr. Abd. Wahid Haron
30 November 2012 Livestock Breeding: The Past, The
Present and The Future
170. Prof. Dr. Fatimah Abu Bakar 9 December 2013
The Good The Bad & Ugly of Food
Safety: From Molecules to Microbes 180. Prof. Dr. Aziz Arshad
7December2012 Exploring Biodiversity & Fisheries
Biology: A Fundamental Knowledge
171. Prof. Dr. Abdul Jalil Nordin for Sustainabale Fish Production
My Colourful Sketches from Scratch: 24 January 2014
Molecular Imaging
5 April2013 181. Prof. Dr. Mohd Mansor Ismail
Competitiveness of Beekeeping
Industry in Malaysia
21 March 2014
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182. Prof. Dato' Dr. Tai Shzee Yew
Food'and Wealthfrom the Seas:
Health Check for the Marine
Fisheries of Malaysia
2S Apri12014
183. Prof. Datin Dr. Rosenani Abu Bakar
Waste to Health: Organic Waste
Management for Sustainable Soil
Management and Crop Production
9 May 2014
184. Prof. Dr. Abdul Rahman Omar
Poultry Viruses: From Threat to
Therapy
23 May 2014
18S. Prof. Dr. Mohamad Pauzi Zakaria
Tracing the Untraceable:
Fingerprinting Pollutants through
Environmental Forensics
13 June 2014
186. Prof. Dr. -Ing. Ir, Renuganth
Varatharajoo
Space System Trade-offs: Towards
Spacecraft Synergisms
IS August 2014
187. Prof. Dr. Latiffah A. Latiff
Tranformasi Kesihatan Wanita ke
Arah Kesejahteraan Komuniti
7 November 2014
188. Prof. Dr. Tan Chin Ping
Fat and Oils for a Healthier Future:
Makro, Micro and Nanoscales
21 November2014
189. Prof. Dr. Suraini Abd. Aziz
Lignocellulosic Biofuel: A Way
Forward
28 November 2014
190. Prof. Dr. Robiah Yunus
Biobased Lubricants: Harnessing
the Richness of Agriculture
Resources
30 January 20 IS
190. Prof. Dr. Khozirah Shaari
Discovering Future Cures from
Phytochemistry to Metabolomics
13 February 201S
191. Prof. Dr. Tengku Aizan Tengku Abdul
Hamid
Population Ageing in Malaysia: A
Mosaic of Issues. Challenges and
Prospects
13 March 201S
192. Prof. Datin Dr. Faridah Hanum
Ibrahim
Forest Biodiversity: Importance of
Species Composition Studies
27 March 20 IS
192. Prof. Dr. Mohd Salleh Kamarudin
Feeding & Nutritional Requirements
of Young Fish
10 Apri1201S
193. Prof. Data' Dr. Mohammad Shatar
Sabran
Money Boy: Masalah Sosial Era
Generasi Y
8 Mei 20[S
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